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David
Katz

A Columbia
University
alumnus, David

Medicinal Marijuana Madness
Creating Insanely Happy Investors

Read the Full Report Below 

Stocks in the marijuana space are soaring
381%... 592%...768%...

MediJane Holdings (MJMD) could surge higher – the Company is

introducing breakthrough marijuana products for millions of

Americans

Fellow Stock Investor,

It's no secret. Investors have been told. Legal marijuana is
the hottest investment sector in America.
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Katz majored in

international
finance with an
emphasis on
international trade
and followed up
by getting his CFA
and moving to an
investment analyst
position at Morgan
Stanley. While
working there for
over 15 years, 5
of the them spent
in global offices in
Southeast Asia, he
specialized in
emerging markets
and commodities-
based investing.
David's
variegated
approach stems
from his eclectic
experience that
can only come
from seeing the
investment world
from many
different angles.
Having lived and
worked through 3
major financial
crises, he has
been able to
develop a unique
eye for the early
signs of inflection
points in the
markets instead of
the bland trend
following reports
one often sees on
the main stream
media day in and
day out. His
investment
strategy, the
"CSM" method,
was born through
living through the
thralls of the
business cycle as
it worked its way
through diverse
epicenters around
the world, and is

Bloomberg Businessweek recently reported:
"Every day, more and more people realize that cannabis will
be legal and that it will be the next great American industry."

The Huffington Post reports: "Marijuana Market Poised to
Grow Faster Than Smartphones."
The Huffington Post says it got its hands on a new and
exhaustive report titled, "State of the Legal Marijuana
Markets." One of its authors, Steve Berg, is quoted by The
Huffington Post: "Cannabis is one of the fastest-growing
industries. Domestically, we weren't able to find any market
that is growing as quickly."

The U.S. national legal marijuana market value is now
assessed at $1.53 billion, which includes all states that have
active, open sales of cannabis to people legally allowed to
possess it under state laws. The national market is
projected to grow 68% to $2.57 billion by the end of 2014.

CNN Chief Medical Correspondent, Sunjay Gupta, is now
letting America know that medical marijuana works wonders.
The strongest, most powerful medical associations
recognize the importance of cannabis as medicine, including
the American Medical Association and the American
Academy of Family Physicians.

Some of the strongest, most powerful personalities, like
Academy-Award winner Whoopie Goldberg, are voicing their
support, too… she's now writing a marijuana column
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based on three
pillars: Cycles,
Sentiment, and
Money Flows.
With CSM
triangulation as the
bedrock of his
investment
philosophy, David
is able to spot
especially
disproportional
investment
opportunities by
identifying
probable tipping
points, especially
in small cap stocks
with optimum
risk/return ratios.
This, together with
position size, he
considers to be
the two most
important factors in
making money
long term.

Marijuana
Madness

Hits
America's
Favorite

Sport

NFL could
be lifting

its current
ban on

medical
marijuana
Now that
medical
marijuana is
getting
closer and
closer to
becoming a
mainstream
method of
pain relief,
the NFL
might allow

Medbox, Inc. (MDBX) develops, sells, and
services automated, biometrically controlled
dispensing and storage systems for medicine
and merchandise applications and its share
price went from $2.50 to over $21 since Aug. 3,
2012. That's a 768% rise  in less than 24
months!

Fusion Pharm, Inc. (FSPM) manufactures and
sells a line of cultivation containers under the
PharmPod brand name in the United States and
its share price has risen from $.63 to $3.03
since January 2, 2014. That's a 381% jump!

GW Pharmaceuticals plc (GWPH) is engaged in
the research, development and
commercialisation of cannabinoid prescription
medicines to meet patient needs in a wide range
of medical conditions and its stock went from
$8.98 on May 1, 2013 to $62.12 on April 25,
2014. That's a 592% surge!

appearing in The Denver Post.

That's why…

Marijuana is going mainstream fast and
marijuana stocks are on fire!

A Gallup Poll conducted last year showed, FOR THE FIRST
TIME IN HISTORY, that more than half of Americans believe
marijuana should be legal for both medical and
recreational use.

Marijuana stocks meanwhile are making investors rich.

As

America's favorite TV capitalist on "Shark Tank," Kevin
O'Leary, told CNBC, "Putting money into legalized
marijuana is like getting an opportunity to get into alcohol
after Prohibition just ended."

He supported his stance, adding, "… the margins are
phenomenal." And the marijuana revolution is even bigger
than the end of Prohibition.

The
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its players
to use it.

During an
interview on
ESPN, National
Football League
Commissioner,
Roger Goodell,
suggested the
sport's ban on
marijuana could
soon be lifted… if
medical marijuana
is legal in the
player's state. The
way Goodell puts
it…

Multiple teams
play in states
where medical
marijuana is legal
– in fact this year's
Super Bowl
contestants were
from Colorado
and Washington,
two states (so far)
that have legalized
the drug outright.

MediJane
is in
position to
capture
the
weekend-
warrior
market,
too

I can't imagine an
NFL locker room
filled with

legalization of marijuana is igniting TWO REVOLUTIONS –
recreational and medical! Unlike alcohol, marijuana is
becoming mainstream medicine.

Thousands of years ago, before biblical times, people used
marijuana as medicine. Cannabis is one of the 50
"fundamental" natural herbs in traditional Chinese
Medicine… all natural, powerfully effective, and completely
safe. Today, science proves that cannabis helps ease pain,
reduce inflammation, and surprisingly enough, researchers
from the Sackler Faculty of Medicine at Tel Aviv University
found that a very low dose of the active ingredient in
marijuana (THC) may protect brain cells before and after
brain injury, and can also protect against the development
of cardiac damage. The research was published in the
journal Experimental Brain Research.

State Governments Love Marijuana

Actually, politicians love the money marijuana brings in by
way of taxes and fees. They look at Colorado with envy.

Colorado is becoming a tourist destination – it's Amsterdam
in America. Legal recreational sale of marijuana will begin
this June in Washington State. And it makes sense that all
the other state governments want the new revenues
marijuana is bringing in.

According to The Colorado Department of Revenue,
medical marijuana sales from July 1, 2012 to September 30,
2012 hit $74,526,945… generating $2,051,744 for the state
by way of sales tax. From October 1, 2013 to December 31,
2013 (the day before recreational retail sales of marijuana
become legal in the state), medical marijuana sales spiked
to $105,643,590, in Colorado alone.
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marijuana smoke.
But I can easily
see the players
wearing
MediJane's
revolutionary
marijuana patch.
And it's quite easy
to see the
marketing impact.

Seeing NFL
players wearing
marijuana
patches, millions of
weekend warriors
could start using
MediJane's
product. We just
love emulating the
pros. But
MediJane's
marijuana pills
come first. When
the marijuana
patch is released,
yet another MJMD
buying frenzy
could ensue.

Act on the
information
you're
receiving in
this Special
Report. Buy
MJMD
immediately,
before
share price
rises above
its current
entry-level
price.

Non
Smokers
Will Use
Marijuana,
Too

Millions of folks
can't stand
smoking. Many
have quit and
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never want to go
back. Many others
never took up the
habit. Then there's
the issue of
second-hand
smoke. Nobody
wants it.

Yet everyone
wants safe pain
relief when
needed. And
those who need
pain relief all the
time are
discovering that
marijuana
answers their
prayers. But the
smoke? It can be
dense and brutally
annoying to
others, including
children. The
solution, of course,
is smoke-free
delivery of
cannabis. That's
precisely what
MediJane
Holdings (MJMD)
is doing,
introducing
smoke-free
marijuana delivery
products. The
company's lead
product is a
"marijuana pill"
that delivers the
health benefits of
marijuana to the
bloodstream
orally, via a pill of
cannabis
concentrate that
releases
marijuana's
healthful active
ingredients
throughout the
day.

Get In
Early!
Buy MJMD
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today!

 

The pharmaceutical industry is already on
high alert. Cannabis is a scientifically
proven remedy for pain and drug
companies make billions on painkillers.
Cannabis can quickly cripple big pharma's
painkiller cash cows. In a moment, you'll
see how MediJane Holdings (MJMD) is
perfectly positioned to grab a large share
of the OTC pain relief market.

5 REASONS YOU NEED TO ADD MJMD
TO YOUR PORTFOLIO TODAY

1. Currently under Wall Street's radar (because MJMD is so new to the market)

2. Introducing breakthrough products in an explosive, game-changing industry

3. MediJane's new products allow the health benefits of marijuana to last all day

4. Newly public company looking at taking a large portion of the medicinal market
with limited competition

5. Right now only 21 states are approved medicinally and only 2 are recreational
more could be opening up - HUGE potential!

 

The industry is already $2 Billion Strong!

What's exciting to me is the modern medical marijuana industry is still in its infancy and yet, it's
already $2 billion strong… and getting bigger and stronger as you read this.

Marijuana is now used to treat patients suffering:

• fibromyalgia, • migraine, • PTSD, • chronic pain and inflammation, • autism, •
ADD/ADHD, • crones disease, • arthritis, • seizures, • epilepsy, • skin cancer, • and
various other cancers.

Doctors are also now prescribing medical marijuana to treat muscle spasms
caused by multiple sclerosis… nausea from cancer chemotherapy… poor
appetite and weight loss caused by chronic illnesses, such as HIV &
management of all sorts of pains.

Marijuana is saving children, too. (See CNN Chief Medical
Correspondent, Dr. Sunjay Gupta's remarkable experience in this page
below.)
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Marijuana is a proven medical miracle!

And the investment revolution brought on by the legalization of marijuana is just now getting
started. Monster profits have already been posted. If you missed them, you're still good. It's not
too late to cash in on today's marijuana madness. Simply put MJMD into your portfolio today.

This medical revolution brought
on by the legalization of marijuana
is just now getting started. And
yes, the pharmaceutical industry
is on high alert.

Medical marijuana is already legal
in 21 states, the District of
Columbia, and from coast-to-coast
in Canada. There's no waiting for
profits on natural medical
marijuana… no FDA drama… no
wondering if the drug is ever
going to be approved for sale.
What's more…

Cannabis demand is huge and growing faster than you can say, "Hey, I want to be a marijuana
millionaire, too."

Medical Marijuana Sector Exploding!

MediJane (MJMD) is a game-changer within a game-changing industry. The company is poised
to take over a large portion of the medicinal market. The innovative products in MediJane's
robust pipeline are rolling out. Buy MJMD today!

The medical marijuana industry is just getting started. It will
continue to explode as more and more states approve the
use of this ancient medicine. And MJMD should continue
to explode in value, too.

I'll tell you more about MediJane (MJMD) in a moment.
First, let's go back just a little, to January 1, 2014. On that
day, the first recreational retail marijuana sales were rung
up in the Mile-High State. Outlets reported retail sales
topped $1 million on that day alone… sales topped $5
million in the first week.

"During the first month of recreational marijuana sales,"
The Huffington Post reports, "Colorado's licensed dispensaries generated a total of more than
$14 million in sales, putting about $2 million of tax revenue into state coffers in the process."

The Huffington Post added, "The medical marijuana sales for January generated an additional
$900,000 in sales tax, for a total tax revenue of $2.9 million for both sides of the state's marijuana
dispensary market. Including fees, the figure jumps to $3.5 million."

116 Million Potential Customers!

ABC News recently reported that, according to the Institute of Medicine, 116 million American
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adults are living with pain… about a third of our entire population.

And for relief, those 116 million men and women are spending big
money, billions of dollars, at the retail level. OTC painkillers bring
in $2.3 billion a year, second only to cough and cold medicines.

Look who's supporting marijuana as medicine:
• American Medical Association • American College of
Physicians

• American Academy of Family Physicans • Leukemia & Lymphoma Society

CNN Chief Medical Correspondent, Dr. Gupta, Shocks Millions as He
Declares, "I Am Doubling Down on Medical Marijuana"

"I have met with patients, dozens of scientists and
the curious majority who simply want a deeper
understanding of this ancient plant. I have sat in
labs and personally analyzed the molecules in
marijuana that have such potential but are also a
source of intense controversy. I have seen those

molecules turned into medicine that has quelled epilepsy in a child and pain
in a grown adult. I've seen it help a woman at the peak of her life to
overcome the ravages of multiple sclerosis. I am more convinced than ever
that it is irresponsible to not provide the best care we can, care that often
may involve marijuana. I am not backing down on medical marijuana. I
am doubling down."
-- Dr. Sanjay Gupta, neurosurgeon

No doubt CNN will do more documentaries on the health benefits of marijuana. With each airing,
medical marijuana will become more and more mainstream. This unstoppable trend is sure to
fuel the success of MediJane (MJMD). Savvy investors recognize this. Those who get in on
MJMD early stand to make the most money should a buying frenzy erupt. Be smart. Buy
MJMD today!

Natural News, the magazine for health news and
scientific discoveries, reported on December 17, 2011,
"cannabinoids hold the secret to helping heal many of the
chronic diseases we are facing. From cancer to diabetes,
and from autism to Alzheimer's, medical marijuana helps,
and sometimes dramatically so."

A report last year by the Institute of Medicine, a branch of
the National Academy of Sciences, said the chemicals,
called cannabinoids, relieved pain and nausea, and that
the benefits can be delivered without smoking the stuff.

When you think about it, a person suffering chronic pain would have to smoke pot throughout the
day for relief fewer people are smoking these days. What's more, "No Smoking" signs are
popping up all over the place? What's the solution?
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MediJane's Breakthrough Marijuana Pill

The Company calls its product Daytime Pain Plus
CBD… it's a "marijuana pill" for people suffering
chronic pain and muscle spasms.

The designation "CBD" means MariJane's introductory
cannabis product is serious medicine. CBD stands for
cannabidiiol, a compound in cannabis that produces
the medical benefits of marijuana. CBD delivers
blessed relief without making people feel "stoned."

MediJane's concentrated cannabidiol (CDB) pill is
made from all organic vegetarian plant compounds. A
controlled dose of CBD enrters the blood stream –
without going through the lungs. No smoking, please.
No second-hand smoke, either.
Just pop a "marijuana painkiller" once a day, in the
morning. The health benefits will last all day. That's
the message millions of folks want to hear and
MediJane's CBD marijuana pill will soon come to their
rescue.

Marijuana is being grown specifically to yield CBD-rich strains specifically
for medical purposes. MediJane uses a variety of different strains of
marijuana to treat specific ailments. For example there are different
strains for pain, stress, fibromyalgia, etc.

The Denver Post just published an article on how CBD oil is saving the lives of children. The
newspaper caught up with Josh Stanley, who owns a medical marijuana business in Colorado,
and he's quoted as saying…"What the CBD movement has done, I think, is brought in the soccer
moms… It's brought in the mainstream, and it's brought in the conservatives."

CBD is a godsend for epileptic children, which prompted The Denver Post to publish the article in
the first place. In Chicago, according to The Huffington Post, parents successfully argued enough
that the Illinois Senate Public Health Committee  unanimously green-lighted legislation
that would, "legalize medical marijuana treatment for minors."

To demonstrate how powerfully effective CBD is, read what one of Illinois government
legislatures, Sen. Iris Martinez, told the Sun-Times:

Could Illinois be next to legalize medical marijuana or will it be cash-strapped Alabama?
Whichever state is next to allow the use of medical marijuana… MediJane's products will be there!

http://www.denverpost.com/marijuana/ci_25450052/cbd-marijuana-oil-changing-game
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MedBox (MDBX) share price went from $2.50 to over
$21 since Aug. 3, 2012. That's a 768% rise  in less
than 24 months!

Fusion Pharm, Inc. (FSPM) share price has risen from
$.63 to $3.03 since January 2, 2014. That's a 381%
jump!

GW Pharmaceutical (GWPH) stock went from $8.98
on May 1, 2013 to $62.12 on April 25, 2014. That's a
592% surge !

Your MJMD profits should keep on surging!

PM PAIN PLUS THC
MediJane's product pipeline is rich. Shares should surge time and again as these
breakthrough marijuana products are introduced. In addition to the CBD pill, MediJane is
developing a revolutionary new pain-relief product the company calls PM Pain Plus
THC.

MediJane is developing a new pain-relief product the company calls PM Pain Plus THC. It's
for people suffering pain and inflammation and it delivers the health benefits of marijuana in
controlled doses. Smoke free! But it's not a pill. MediJane's "Plus THC" is a marijuana patch… a
doobie derm… a transdermal (via your skin) delivery system that, like the company's "marijuana
pills," keeps the health benefits of marijuana working all day long.

Simply apply the "Plus THC" marijuana patch. The pain soothing benefits will last 8 hours. Millions
of folks in pain will be buying it, from athletes to grannies. Like MediJane's CDB-loaded
"marijuana pills, the "Plus THC" patch will come in several strains, to best treat specific
conditions. Besides concentrated cannabinoid (CDB) delivery in a pill, made from all organic
vegetarian plant compounds and in addition to MediJane's proprietary "Plus THC marijuana
patch"…

MediJane's product pipeline is amazing…

Transdermal patches sublingual mists, topical creams and then comes their unique marijuana
vapor delivery system. No smoke… only vapor is inhaled and exhaled. There will be several
different products developed using the above note delivery systems. MediJane's focus is
providing relief of aliments through various delivery systems using different marijuana strains and
ingredients.

The company understands marketing. Plans are for MediJane to roll out these products region by
region and state by state, in accordance with individual state medical marijuana laws.

MediJane  is forming strategic partnerships with pharmaceutical sales professionals to make
sure their breakthrough products sell like crazy in today's environment.

Buy MJMD today at the current entry-level price. Act now and a single $5,000
investment gives you a meaningful position – at the current price of $0.85, you'll get 5,882
shares. Those 5,882 shares could be worth multiples of your original $5,000 investment in a
short period of time, if you act now.

Medical marijuana stocks are darlings of Wall Street and when Wall Street discovers MediJane, a
move to $2… $3… $7… could happen within a short period of time. It's happened before with
marijuana stocks, as I've documented.

Should MJMD go up 768% the way MedBox did, that would be great. Will it happen? Perhaps. If it
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does, an initial $5,000 investment turns into $43,400. Wall Street will discover MJMD before
ordinary investors will. Count on it. The interest of Wall Street's big money could catapult MJMD
to price levels that vastly exceed my conservative estimates.

What are my conservative estimates? Bottom line…

MJMD could climb from $0.85 to $3.00 and
turn $5,000 into $17,646 and make you more

than 3 times richer within a short time!

Yes, those are conservative estimates, compared to the performance of most marijuana stocks,
as I've shown you. Yet, there's no question MJMD could easily exceed the immediate 300+%
surge  I expect. Longer term, all I have to do is look at the pipeline of products MediJane has and
I love MJMD even more!

Don't miss out on the early profits. Get MJMD into your portfolio today.

Sincerely Yours,

David Katz
for Undervalued Quarterly

P.S. MediJane Holdings (MJMD) is the most exciting undervalued small cap we've covered in
decades and that's all we do – discover great stocks that are unknown and undervalued.
Undervalued Quarterly is a private investment newsletter that focuses on small and mid-cap
stocks. Copies are delivered directly to your home, in easy-to-read hard-copy magazine format.
You're invited to try a risk-free subscription.

http://www.undervaluedquarterly.com/sign-up-for-free-email-updates/
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